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1 Introduction  

1.1 Project background 

The most advanced wave power demonstrations today have showed the feasibility of power 
generation with single device deployments and MW-scale performance within various testing 
periods over several years. The next step beyond this is to deploy multiple wave energy 
converters at MW-scale with improved power generation capability, to demonstrate that they 
are able to survive rough sea conditions over a period of a number of years.  

Fortum and Wello have collaborated under a European Commission Horizon 2020 project, 
Clean Energy From Ocean Waves (CEFOW) project which aims to deploy an array of three 
wave energy converters (WECs) at the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC).  

The wave energy converter technology (‘Penguin’) that has been selected for the project has 
already been tested and proven in real conditions at EMEC. There are three WECs to be 
installed at EMEC’s wave test site, Billia Croo, under this project. The first WEC was installed 
under Wello’s current marine licence in February 2017, and grid connected at the end of March 
2017. It is proposed that two further WECs will be installed onsite as scheduled below:  

• Penguin 2, deployment between September 2018 

• Penguin 3, deployment between March-August 2019 

According to the current schedule the testing period will continue until end of May 2020, 
however, to allow some redundancy in the programme the marine licence application will be 
until 1st March 2021. At the end of the testing period decommissioning will commence. 

Although the CEFOW project has several consortium partners1, Fortum Energy Ltd will be the 
marine licence holder associated with this application and will be responsible for discharging 
consent conditions.  

1.2 Company background 

1.2.1 Fortum Energy Ltd (Subsidiary of multinational Fortum Corporation) 

The project is led by multinational energy utility, Fortum Corporation, which has a headquarter 
in Espoo, Finland. Today, Fortum is the most active energy utility company in wave power 
sector having ongoing wave power projects in Sweden (Seabased technology), Portugal and 
France (AW-Energy's Waveroller technology).  

In 2014, Fortum’s sales totalled EUR 4.1 billion and comparable operating profit was EUR 1.1 
billion. Fortum employs approximately 8,200 people and its shares are traded on the NASDAQ 
OMX Helsinki. 

Fortum’s purpose is to create energy that improves life for present and future generations. 
Catering to the versatile needs of our customers, Fortum generates, distributes and sells 
electricity and heat, and offers related expert services. Among Fortum customers, Fortum has 
been recognised as one of the most well-known brands in Scandinavia, which is today 
Fortum's biggest market area. Fortum's operations focus on the Nordic and Baltic countries, 
Russia, Poland and the UK. 

Alongside emissions-free hydro, nuclear power, combined heat and power production, Fortum 
is developing the use of biofuels and developing solar, wind and wave energy opportunities -

                                                

1 Project Consortium consisting of Fortum (utility), Wello (technology), Green Marine (marine 
operator), Universities of Plymouth, Exeter and Uppsala (environmental research), EMEC 
(test facilities). 
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these all are part of the future energy system. Wave power is one of the Fortum's R&D focus 
areas, with significant growth expected in the near future. 

1.2.2 Wello Oy 

Founded in 2008, Wello Oy is a Finnish company dedicated to the development of wave 
energy converters. Having worked on a number of wave energy concepts since 1976, the 
unique Penguin model was selected in 2008 for further progression. 
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2 Technology background 

2.1 Description of the WEC 

The 2160-tonne Penguin device is around 30 meters long, nine meters in height and has a 
draft of around seven meters. Only two meters are visible above the water surface. 

The Penguin device has unique simple and durable design which is able to convert wave 
movement into power, with no moving parts outside the hull. The power generation is based 
on converting the movement of the waves to rotational kinetic movement inside the device by 
using the asymmetric shape of the hull. As the Penguin is based on continuous rotational 
movement the forces and the thus the wear of the component is reduced, and the power 
takeout is increased. The asymmetric shape of the Penguin’s hull has been optimised for 
maximum power generation and operates optimally in water depths of 50m or more, which 
makes it very attractive considering the site development worldwide, as there is no need to 
restrict to near-shore sites. 

  

Figure 2-1: Operating principle of Penguin: rotating mass (red component) connected with generator 

  

Figure 2-2: Wello's current Penguin (1220+ tons, length: 30m, width: 15m, depth: 7m) 

One existing Penguin (Figure 2-2) was deployed in 2017, with two other Penguins to be 
deployed in summer 2018 and 2019. These devices will have the same working principle (all 
the moving parts are inside the hull) but will aim for increased power production rate and lower 
investment cost due to improved hull shape, see Figure 2-3. 
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Figure 2-3: Sketch of WEC 2 with new advanced shape 

 

2.2 How it works 

Wello’s patented key invention is to convert wave movement to gyration. The asymmetrical 
shape of the Penguin is used to capture the energy from the waves from all directions. The 
roll of the device spins the rotator inside the device, directly capturing the energy in the waves. 
Power is led from the rotator to generator using the same shaft eliminating conversion losses. 

 

Figure 2-4: Schematic of the Penguin WEC – Mark 1 
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2.3 Electrical cabling and hub 

To allow additional WEC devices to be installed at Berth 5 the export cable will be split using 
a 4-way smart hub as shown below 

 

       

Item No. Part Quantity 

1 4 - way hub 2 

2 MV Dry mate connectors 4 

3 Bend stiffeners/ restrictors 4 

Figure 2-5: Schematic of 3 WEC connections 

 

The smart hub is a ground-breaking utilisation of subsea switchgear, giving the opportunity to 
isolate a faulty WEC and thus preventing one device from causing an earthing fault over the 
whole array. Such a solution offers significant availability increases and also cost savings in 
being subsea. 
 
Built utilising maintenance-free industry standard components which offer a high level of 
operational safety and reliability the Smart Hub is based on vacuum load break switches.  
 

• The hub contains 3 import connection and 1 export connection.  

• The dynamic cable from the WEC devices can be quickly and easily connected to the 
import connections of the hub via the use of a dry mate connection. 

• A dry mate connection enables an effective and low-cost connection procedure.  

• Using a 4-way hub then allows multiple WEC devices to be installed exporting power 
through just the one cable.  

 
A GA of the smart hub is given in Figure 2-6. The hub is approx. 3m wide by 3m long by 1.2m 
tall. The hub is estimated to weigh 4000kg in air and weigh 1700kg in sea water. 

2

1

3
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Figure 2-6 - Smart Hub GA 

 

2.4 Mooring system 

The mooring design is a 6-legged catenary system where buoys are used to provide 
compliance in the shallow water-depths. The mooring system has been designed with ease of 
installation as a main design parameter. The mooring system is designed so all phases can 
be executed in short weather windows or safely be aborted due to unexpected poor weather 
conditions.  

Each WEC will be anchored with either embedment anchors or gravity base anchors, no 
drilling into the seabed will be needed. The different anchoring options are presented as: 

• Drag Embedment Anchors 
o 3te MK4 Bruce anchors 

• Gravity anchor 
o 150Te of second hand chain formed into a chain clumps  
o 175t of high density concrete clumps as with the first WEC 
o 3 times 250Te and 3 times 175t steel weight which have recently been 

proposed to the project for rental from Green Marine 

Each mooring leg is built up of different sizes of chain and a subsurface buoy that has a marker 
buoy above the surface. The design parameter of the chain is weight / meter to create the 
right shape of catenary. Additional safety factors have been built into the design of the mooring 
legs. Each mooring leg contains of anchor, seabed chain and catenary chain up to buoy and 
another catenary chain from buoy to WEC. 
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Figure 2-7: Breakdown of mooring legs 

The mooring spread for WEC 1 has an approximate diameter of 800m, for WECs 2 & 3 the 
diameter is reduced to 500m due to the use of embedment anchors. Each device will be 
anchored with an approximate heading of 245 degrees. The heading will be fixed. The mooring 
spread is designed so that the WEC will have a maximum excursion in all direction of 
approximately 25 meters in severe conditions. 
 

 

 

Figure 2-8: Schematic of mooring system 

A schematic displaying the dimensions of the Bruce MK4 drag embedment anchor is given in 
Figure 2-9 with Table 2-1 giving the corresponding figures. The anchor is expected to embed 
to 1.5 time the fluke height (dimension B in Figure 2-9) and take 5 or 6 fluke lengths (dimension 
A in Figure 2-9) to embed. So for the 3Te MK4 Bruce anchors, which have been proposed for 
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the project, are expected to embed 3.6m below the sea bed and are expected to be dragged 
20m before reaching their UHC (ultimate holding capacity). 

 

Figure 2-9 - Bruce MK4 anchor Dimensions 

 

Table 2-1: Bruce MK4 anchor dimensions 

Should drag embedment anchors not be feasible for the project, gravity anchors are proposed. 
The preferred gravity anchors would be chain clumps built from second hand chain as 
illustrated in Figure 2-10. 

 

Figure 2-10 - Example Chain Clump built from second hand chain 
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2.5 Materials used 

General terms of use: 

• Any materials used in this project will be recovered at the end of the testing period.  

• No materials will be extracted from the seabed during this deployment.  

• No toxic or hazardous materials are used in this project.  

• Paint coatings will be suitable for use in the marine environment and no antifouling is 
used on hulls or mooring components.  

• Fuels or lubricants will all be contained appropriately to protect against accidental 
leaching.  

During marine operations including installation, maintenance and decommissioning it may be 
necessarily to temporarily deploy a vessel anchoring system. Each anchor is anticipated to be 
40 tonnes and maximum of 8 anchors will be deposited at any one time. This will allow two 
vessels to moor at the deployment site at any one time.  

2.5.1 WEC 1 

This is an envelop approach and all values are given as an upper bound. 

Component Materials Weight or Volume 

Clump weight anchors (x6)  Concrete  188m3 

Subsurface buoys (x6)  Steel  10t (each) (total 60 tonne) 

Chain  Steel  1800m (total 201 tonne) 

Abandonment wire Steel 5.2t 

Hull  Steel  410t  

Rotator  Steel and concrete  20t steel, 40t concrete (17m3) 

Ballast  Concrete  631m3 

Generator  Steel, copper, resin  60t (steel frame) 2t (copper 
windings) 100kg (resin coating)  

Cooling water piping  Plastic  200kg (<1m3) 

Transformers  Iron, aluminium, 
steel  

5t (iron) 500kg (aluminium and 
steel combined)  

Frequency converter  Steel, aluminium, 
copper, plastic  

510kg  

UPS  Steel and lead  200kg  

Switch gears LV/HV  Steel, copper, 
aluminium, plastic  

570kg  

Tubing  Steel  300kg  

Lubricant  Grease/oil  20kg/1000l  

Coolant  Fresh water - glycol 
mixture  

150 l  

Paint (marine standard)  160kg  

 Electrical converter  Steel  200kg  

Cable buoyancy Plastic 1.5m3 

Electric cables  Copper, PVC plastic  2 t (roughly 180m) 

Bending restrictor  Polyester/rubber  20kg  

Unused - Steel roll plates Steel 2 x 77t  
1 x 105t  (total 259t) 

Unused - Clump weights 
(x6) 

Concrete (14t each) 60m3 in total 

Table 2-2: WEC1 - Summary of Equipment deployed (seabed and floating) 
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2.5.2 WEC 2 

Each mooring leg will either be anchored by a 3t drag embedment anchor (holding capacity of 
up 100 to 160t) or via a gravity anchor (either 150t chain clump, or 175t of high density 
concrete, or 3x250T 3x175T steel weights as recently proposed by Green Marine). Both 
anchoring solutions have been included in the deposits listed in the marine licence application 
form. 

This is an envelope approach and all values are given as an upper bound. 

Component Material Weight or Volume 

EITHER Embedment 
anchors (x6)  

Steel 3t Weight each, 18t Total 
– capacity 100-160t (each)  

OR Gravity Anchors Steel 150t/leg 900t total of second 
hand chain  
OR  
175t/leg 1050t total of high 
density concrete per leg 
OR 
3x250T & 3x175T steel weights 

Subsurface buoys (x6)  Steel  10t (each) (total 60 tonne) 

Chain  Steel  1680m (total 180 tonne) 

Hull  Steel  320t 

Rotator  Steel  160t 

Ballast  Concrete  1633t 

Generator  Steel, copper, 
resin  

37t (steel frame) 2t (copper 
windings) 100kg (resin coating)  

Cooling water piping  Plastic  200kg (<1m3) 

Transformers  Iron, aluminium, 
steel  

5t (iron) 500kg (aluminium and 
steel combined)  

Frequency converter  Steel, aluminium, 
copper, plastic  

510kg  

UPS  Steel and lead  200kg  

Switch gears LV/HV  Steel, copper, 
aluminium, plastic  

570kg  

Tubing  Steel  300kg  

Lubricant  Grease/oil  20kg/1000l  

Coolant  Fresh water - 
glycol mixture  

150 l  

Paint (marine standard)  160kg  

Electrical converter  Steel  200kg  

Cable buoyancy Plastic 1.5m3 

Electric cables  Copper, PVC 
plastic  

2 t (180m) 

Bending restrictor  Polyester/rubber  20kg  

Table 2-3: WEC2 - Summary of Equipment to be deployed (seabed and floating) 
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2.5.3 Electrical hub 

Component Material Weight or Volume 

Electrical smart hub  Steel, copper, 
aluminium, plastic 

4000kg (air) 
1700kg (sea water)  

Table 2-4: Electrical hub - Summary of Equipment to be deployed (seabed) 

 
2.5.4 WEC 3 

Each mooring legs will either be anchored by a 3t drag embedment anchor (holding capacity 
of up 100 to 160t) or via a gravity anchor (either 150t chain clump, or 175t of high density 
concrete, or 3x250T 3x175T steel weights as recently propose by Green Marine). 

This is an envelope approach and all values are given as an upper bound. 

Component Material Weight or Volume 

EITHER Embedment 
anchors (x6)  

Steel 3t Weight each, 18t Total 
– capacity 100-160t (each)  

OR Gravity Anchors Steel 150t/leg 900t total of second 
hand chain  
OR  
175t/leg 1050t total of high 
density concrete per leg 
OR 
3x250T & 3x175T steel weights 

Subsurface buoys (x6)  Steel  10t (each) (total 60 tonne) 

Chain  Steel  1680m (total 180 tonne) 

Hull  Steel  320t 

Rotator  Steel  160t 

Ballast  Concrete  1633t 

Generator  Steel, copper, resin  37t (steel frame) 2t (copper 
windings) 100kg (resin coating)  

Cooling water piping  Plastic  200kg (<1m3) 

Transformers  Iron, aluminium, 
steel  

5t (iron) 500kg (aluminium and 
steel combined)  

Frequency converter  Steel, aluminium, 
copper, plastic  

510kg  

UPS  Steel and lead  200kg  

Switch gears LV/HV  Steel, copper, 
aluminium, plastic  

570kg  

Tubing  Steel  300kg  

Lubricant  Grease/oil  20kg/1000l  

Coolant  Fresh water - glycol 
mixture  

150 l  

Paint (marine standard)  160kg  

Electrical converter  Steel  200kg  

Cable buoyancy Plastic 1.5m3 

Electric cables  Copper, PVC plastic  2 t (180m) 

Bending restrictor  Polyester/rubber  20kg  

Table 2-5: WEC3- Summary of Equipment to be deployed (seabed and floating) 
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3 Location 

The CEFOW array will be installed at test berth 5 at the European Marine Energy Centre’s 
wave test site, Billia Croo. EMEC is an existing grid-connected test site located off the west 
coast of Orkney.  

 

 

Figure 3-1: Part of Admiralty Chart 2249 showing Billia Croo test site 

 

A global view of the position of the devices along with the licence boundary is given in Figure 
3-2. 
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Figure 3-2 - WEC Positioning -  Global View 
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4 Installation method 

4.1 Deployment of Anchors 

The anchors will be installed using a multi-cat type vessel. The anchors will be lowered down 
at predefined locations. Each anchor will have a length of chain attached at the base and this 
will be laid down and buoyed off. The anchors will be pre-tensioned during the installation 
process. The ground chain will then be laid and buoyed off. Below are some images from the 
operational storyboard during the WEC 1 installation which remain relevant to the WEC 2 and 
3 installations.  
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Figure 4-1: Deployment of Anchors 

4.2 Penguin Installation 

Following the installation of the ground chain, lower catenary and buoys, the Penguin will be 
towed to site and attached to the mooring spread. 

This will be achieved in the following stages:  

• Phase 1: Tow Penguin device from either Hatston Quay or Lyness Pier to the Billia 
Croo test site.  

• Phase 2: Undertake micro-siting onsite and complete connection to buoys  

• Phase 3: Connect to the midline 

• Phase 4: Repeat Phase 2 and 3 for all mooring legs 

Below are images depicting the operational storyboard during the WEC 1 installation which 
remain relevant to the WEC 2 and 3 installations.      
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Figure 4-2: Storyboard depicting Penguin installation 
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4.3 Penguin Electrical Hookup 

To achieve the electrical hook-up, an ROV must thread the recovery line to mini clump. The 
multicat will then lay and connect a 2-point mooring spread. The dynamic cable will be 
recovered and the abandonment cap cut-off. The buoyancy bend stiffener will be slid onto the 
electrical cable and reeled in.   

Below are images from the operational storyboard during the WEC 1 installation which 
remain relevant to the WEC 2 and 3 installations.  
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Figure 4-3: Electrical connection storyboard 
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4.4 Anticipated vessel traffic to site 

Green Marine are a project partner in the CEOFW project. Table 4 outlines the vessels to be 
used during the construction phase. Appendix A provides further information regarding the 
vessel specification.  

Vessel Name Vessel Operator Vessel Type 

Green Isle Green Marine Damen Multicat 2712 

Green Chief Green Marine Damen Stan Tug Workboat 

Green Quest Green Marine Safe / Fast Crew Transfer Vessel 

Aurora Green Marine Fast Operation RIB Safety 

Table 4-1: Anticipated vessel traffic to site 

4.4.1 Planned maintenance 

The device has been designed so that regular maintenance is not required. However, it is 
anticipated that during testing, maintenance and inspection will be required approximately 
once a month. This will essentially involve using a RHIB or small workboat to transfer 
personnel onto the device where maintenance and inspection will be conducted within the hull. 
Maintenance will only be carried out in calm sea conditions (with a wave height less than 
~1.5m Hs to ensure safe access to the device). 

4.4.2 Unplanned maintenance 

Should the device need to undergo major maintenance/repair, the device will be towed to 
quayside using a multicat vessel or a tug. Once ready for redeployment, the hook up methods 
will apply again. Local mariners and stakeholders will be informed prior to any device towing 
operations through the normal Notice to Mariners procedure.  
 

4.5 Device monitoring systems 

Anticipated maintenance and inspection frequency is planned to happen on average every 
second month. Critical monitoring information is stored at the Stromness office via the fibre 
optic link. 

During those visits ROV can be used to check moorings and visual inspection can be done 
inside the devices. In addition, inspections will be done after every severe storm especially 
during the first years of the project. 
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5 Decommissioning / removal method 

After completion of the testing period the system will be decommissioned in the reverse order 
to the installation process, this has been outlined in detail in the Decommissioning Plan. 
Decommissioning is expected to happen earliest in summer time (May-September) 2020, 
when the European Commission funded project will end.  
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6 Third Party Verification (TPV) 

6.1 WEC 1  

The third party verification of the moorings and device is detailed in:  

TPV OP 212.001 Rev 1.0 30.04.2018 

6.2 WEC 2 

The TPV for WEC 2 is ongoing and will follow the scope described below.  

There are two elements required for a thorough third-party verification of the CEFOW Wello 
Penguin mooring and device structure: 

• Design Review 

• Installation & Maintenance Review / Further Due Diligence 

6.2.1 SCOPE 1: Design Review Proposal 

The scope of work is to: 

• Review the load cases 

• Confirm design capability of components selected is sufficient for the load cases 

• Confirm a low risk to EMEC infrastructure and other operations onsite during a single 
or multiple mooring line failure 

• Confirm design has been performed to a specified code following industry practice 

• Review the Wello mooring design analysis files 

• Perform independent computer and hand calculation analysis 

• Make comments on the design, components and analysis process 

6.2.2 SCOPE 2: Installation & Maintenance Review / Further Due Diligence 

This scope is the approval of the procurement and execution phase of the moorings. The 
scope has not been fully confirmed at this stage but is fundamentally: 

• Review of component list from a practical perspective. 

• Independent surveyor to perform an inspection of second hand components 

• A review of the installation methodology 

• A review of the inspection and maintenance philosophy 

6.3 WEC 3 

(TBC) As WEC 2. 
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7 Proposed Timescales 

7.1 Programme of Works 

Works at the berth will happen in three phases, as described below. 

7.1.1 Phase 1: Penguin 1 deployment – already completed 

Phase 1 has been completed between February-August 2017. Moorings were prepared and 
deployed at the Berth 5 in February 2017 for Penguin 1. After deployment of moorings, 
Penguin WEC 1 was towed onsite and connected to the moorings in February. Electrical 
connection via the dynamic cable (umbilical cable) was connected by splicing to EMEC static 
cable on March 2017. 

7.1.2 Phase 2: Penguin 2, deployment between August - September 2018 

Moorings will be prepared and deployed at the Berth 5 in August/September 2018 for Penguin 
WEC 2. 

An electrical hub will be procured and deployed in September 2018, which will enable the grid 
connection for three Penguin WECs. 

When the moorings have been successfully deployed, Penguin 2 will be towed to the site. The 
Penguin's umbilical cable will be connected directly to the Hub with a pre-deployed connector. 

7.1.3 Phase 3: Penguin 3, deployment between March-August 2019 

All the following deployments have been planned to be done between March-August 2019, 
dependent on the weather at the sea. 

The moorings will be prepared and deployed at the Berth 5 in March-April 2019, for Penguin 
WEC3. 

When the moorings have been successfully deployed, Penguin 3 will be towed to the site 
between May-August 2019. The Penguin's umbilical cable will be connected directly to the 
Hub with a connector. 

7.1.4 Operation period 2017-2020 

All three devices are planned to be operated continuously until summer 2020, depending on 
their technical performance. 

7.1.5 Anticipated maintenance and inspection frequency 

Anticipated maintenance and inspection frequency is planned to happen on average every 
second month. During those visits, ROV can be used to check moorings and visual inspections 
can be done inside the devices. In addition, inspections will be completed after severe storms, 
especially during the first years of the project. 
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Figure 12. Array of WEC’s connected electrically with EMEC static cable 

7.1.6 Decommissioning 

After completion of the testing period the system will be decommissioned in the reverse order 
to the installation process. Decommission is expected to happen earliest in summer time (May-
September) 2020, when this European Commission funded project will end.  

Fortum as a leaseholder will be responsible for decommissioning.  

If possible, mooring components and static electric cables may remain in situ for future use as 
part of a larger planned array subject to future consent applications. 
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Appendix A:  Vessel Spread 
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The following vessels may additionally be used in the work scope to install and 

maintain the system: 
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